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ABSTRACT 

The establishment of quantitative relationships between recorded 
wave--cyotem oharacteristios and other phenomena requires numerical descrip- 
tion of the wave reoord. Current concepts applied to time historic« of wave 
activity at a point are discussed. Characteristic statistical regularities 
found in wave measurements are described. Examples given show the applica- 
tion of statistical techniques to the description of wave systems in terms 
of the distribution of spectral energy as well as the distributions of 
"individual" wave heights and periods. Results from the prediction, from 
one point to another, of surface time histories Illustrate the application 
of approximate speotral information. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the study of waves and their interaction with their environment, 
there has been a need for effective description of observed wave systems. 
Convenient data (Snodgrass, 1951, 1952) is provided by the reoorded tins 
history, taken above some fixed point on the bottom, of the fluctuating 
pressure below the surface of or the water level at the surface.  It will 
be understood that the length of a wave record selected for analysis is 

• long relative to the periods of the fluctuations of interest, but short 
oompared to the variations in meteorological conditions. 

The questions we are oonoerned with are»  ;*hat information is con- 
tained in a wave reoord? And how may this information be conveniently ex- 
tracted?   We shall first desoribe the statistical regularities suggest- 
ing a particular mathematical model (Tukey, 1950; Pierson 1952a) found 
useful for interpreting wave-record data.  The two complementary aspects 
of this model each Involve a distribution - one a statistical distribution 
of wave-reoord ordinates, the other a speotral distribution of energy. 
Theoretical relations connecting various model parameters will be illus- 
trated with aotual data. Although the experimental results to be pre- 
sented have been obtained with pressure waves in the ocean for the most 
part, many of the method* and results are applicable to other kinds of 
data. 

In the lower half of Fig. 1 is shown a short segment of a typical 
wave record, giving tho pressure fluctuation 64 feet below the surface 
off tho California coast.  The total time interval shown represents about 
four and one-half minutes, during which from twenty to twenty-five waves 
pass the reoording point.  It will be saen that on the time-history ourve 
the apparent slope and curvature, as well as the ordinate, vary irregular- 
ly from one instant to the next and bear little obvious relation to one 
another«  Tho most notioeable feature may be the liadency i"or curvature 
and ordinate, measured from its average level, to have opposite signs. 
_—,  

Presented at the Fourth Conference on Coastal Engineering.. Counoil on 
Wave Research, fhe Engineering Foundation,  Chicago 29-31, 1953. 
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The upper half of Vig, 1 shews a sample segment generated by the theore- 
tical model ia which suitable parameters ware chosen to yield an artifi- 
cial TJ8Y6 recova comparable to the observed one. 

DISTRIBUTIONS OP ORDINATES AND DERIVED QUANTITIES 

Suppose a horizontal line is drawn cutting the wave-record ourvo 
wt an arbitrary level.  The fraction of the time the curve spends below 
such a line is a function (Birkhoff and Kotig, 1953; Puts, 1953b) in- 
creasing with the height of the line known as the distribution function 
for the ourvc. A plot of this function for a typioal twenty-minute wave 
record is shown, in Pig. 2. Hore the number on the vertical scale repre- 
sents the arbitrary chart level, the horizontal scale, the percent of time 
that «he ouive lies below that level.  The notion of the probability 
of finding the curve below a given level may be introduced if one thinks 
of choosing at random an instant of time on the chart.  The location of 
the plotted points on an approximate straight line is «hareoteristio 
(Putx, lS53b) and results here from tho choice of the horizontal scale 
which is tho familiar Gaussian-distribution or normal-probability scale. 

The interesting, thing about wave records is the apparent ability of 
the normal probability scale to rt>eitify very nearly not only the distri- 
bution curves for the ordinate ana the first derivative, which have been 
experimentally checked(Rudnick, 1951; Putz, 1953b), but also, according 
tc the theory, the distribution curves for derivatives of all orders.  In 
eaoh sase the mean value below which the ourvs or derivative spends ju3t 
fifty peroent of its time will be zero.  Por the ordinates, this will be 
true because of our convention of measuring them from their mean. Since 
in this way one point is fixed on each curve, the straight-line plot» for 
the various derivatives of the wave-rocord will differ among themsaivss 
only in their slopes« A convenient measure of the slope is the difference 
between the height of the line at the 64.1 percent level and its height 
at the 50 percent level»  This daff^mca, called the standard deviation, 
or root-mean-square (r.m.s.) ordinate, when measured for the k^h deriva- 
tive, is denoted by «T^ . 

The ordinate distribution oonoept may be extended by considering 
ttjre than one ordinate at a time.  Given n arbitrarily-selected chart 
levels, the n-dimensional generalization (Cramer, 1946) of the Gaussian 
distribution is then applicable to the fraction of the time that, simul- 
tüHMOualy, n ordinates# chosen at different time instants on the wave record 
will lie below their corresponding chart levels»  The assumption that for 
each finite n, the selection of n ordinates aotually result» in a multi- 
dimensional Gaussian dlstrihutit«, us. kxufcXL as tha m^itfj-aorkai hypothesis.Suoh a dis- 
tribution is characterized by a set of parameter's known as the covariaaces 
(Cramer, 1946).  These» parameters may be »eadily interpreted in terms of 
the degree to which tVw various ordinates determine, or are determined by, 
each other.  Computation (Rice, 1944-5) teile us that the ovarianoe of 
any two quantities so distributed is proportional to  COJ( 77- p ), 
where P is the probability that the two quantities have opposite algebraic 
signs. 
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A very convenisnt property qf these multiple ordinate distritutions, 
and one whioh Is physioally reasonable except for relatively long records, 
ie the stationary property (Lee, 1949; Puts 1953a), namely that the dis^ 

•tributicn of any set of ordinates depends only upon the differences in tine 
between the corresponding abscissas. We then have distributions with squal 
oovarienoes whenever the corresponding two ordinates are separated by the 
mama   feVjBS   1*°"        f    .    1 = 9;       th.6   OOV?_rle*10e "Y   between  SUV  tWQ   0?<?i.n*-'»?A*   *"*— 
looted at times lä and tt t  depends only upon T •  ^he oovarianoe ia 
thus a function "of the lag T , the fuaotion y  ( r ) being fcnc^n as the oo- 
variance function* (Mann, 1953), and, when divided by its maximum valut» 
y  ( o), as the correlation function, p  (T), the latter being the familiar 
produot-moment oorrelation ooeffioienb. Once assumed for the ordinatea, 
the stationary and multinormal properties follow for derivatives of &H1 
orders. 

WAYS HRIGBT3 

Interpretations for many of the parameters of these underlying 
probability distributions may be found in the distributions of certain 
quantitias •eehich nay be graphically measured on the wave record. 

If Nfc denotes the number of times the k^*1 derivative passes through 
the sero level, and if I is the total length of the wave record ia seconds, 
then the average number~"of zero-level crossings fcp or down) per eeocnd will 
be Njc/T. A natural definition of the mean (undireotional) zero-orossing 
frequency is then fk = Hfc/(2T) in oycles per second, or cu k 

s ZirH^iZT)  - 
ITNlc/r in radians per seoond*  Theory predicts that a» ^ = O" v+i/0" v 
*hioh serves to relate the r.m.s. values of the ordinate and of the first 
fcnd seoond derivatives to the observed mean zero-orossing frequencies of 
the ordinate and the first derivative, when k io taken to be zero and one» 

Further relations appear if we consider simultaneous values of or- 
dinate and seoond derivative.  5he value of the coefficient of oorrelation 
between these two quantities is given by p 0 

s cos (TT-FO), where P0 is 
tha fraction of the time that they have opposite signs.  Theory (Rioe, 1944-8) 
predict» further that  ^0a-(«0/

ft,l)'» "(»oAl). A subisfaotory 
experimental oheck of the corresponding relation cos (7T-P0) a  -(NQ/NI) 
has been obtained by locating points of inflection on a few twenty-minute 
records» 

Vie may now oonsider th6 distribution of wave heights.  For this 
purpose we shall take as fundamental the heights of the maximum points 
on the wave record curvs i=e^ the "oints at which the second deriva- 
tive is negative and the first derivative is zero.  The theory applies 
also to minimum points if the wave-rwcord curve is reflected about its 
mean level.  If these peak hf»-* ghts, meaBored as directed distances from 
the mean level, are averaged, the resulting quantity /i y is iust one-half 
the average trough-te-erest wave »eight  /£ H (putz, 1952a). The theo- 
retical relation is   fi  H ,(2 w)$(-  p 0) orQ  , illustrated for twenty- 
minute wave records in Fig. 3,  where p*-a,  measured in chart divisions, 
is plotted against (N0/toi) O"0l also in chart divisions,  The straight 
line shown has the slope (2TT)5 Kiven by the theory.  It is seen that the 
average of the so-oailed individua.! wave heights (Putz, 1353b) can provide 
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a good estimate of the r.m.s. Ordinate when combined with a ocnt of 
the somber of times the ordinata and the slope pas3 through sero. 

The entire distribution of peak (or trough) heights (Rice 1944-5) 
given by the theory, depends only upon arQ  and pQt  and i- shown in Pig. 
4* The vertical scale corresponds to the chart level measured from the 
mean in <T0- units equal to the r.m.s. ordinate. The percent of peak 
heights not exoeeding thic vertical level appears on the horizontal, the 
«oale in this case being chosen to correspond to the so-called Rayleigh 
distribution (Longuet-Higgias 1962; Lav/son and Uhlenbeok; 1950, Knudtzon, 
1949) which the peak heights follow more and more closely as the param- 
eter p0  tends to the value minus one.  It way be observed that the pro- 
bability of a low peak situated below the mean level is Just -g  (i+/D0), 
which tends to zero as p0  tends to minus one, corresponding to a rela?- 
tively narrow-band spectrum. 

Pig. 5,  shows a typical observed distribution of peak heights for 
a twenty-minute wave record.  %e straight line represents the asymptotic 
Rayleigh distribution, while the curve represent: the distribution of peak 
heights actually predicted from measured estimates of 0"o and  p Q,  as 
well as of the mean ordinate /X0.  The vertical level is indicated in 
chart divisions on the left and In cr0-units on the right. 

BFLRGY DI STRIEÜ TION 

The statistical analysis of the periods betweon the aero cros- 
sings, or between the peaks on a wave record is olosely rwlateo to the 
distribution of energy «ver the frequency or period spectrum.  This as- 
signment of «narw to a continuum of superimposed elementary waves is 
specified by the so-oalled spect-al distribution function or spectrum. 
The speotrum provides a means of deriving and interpreting the parameters 
cf the distributions of wave-record ordinates and derivatives entering 
into the distribution of wave heights. 

The distribution of energy is of fundamental impor tanoe, of oourse, 
for the study of the generation, propagation and the effects of waves. 
While information regarding -cha frequenoy of occurrence of wave heights 
or periods of given magnitudes appears occasionally to b'  _.i /oily useful 
for design purposes, a knowledge of the speotrum can be u^ed whenever the 
frequenoy-response function corresponding to a general filtering action is 
"known. 

The usual spectrum analysis of a given wave-record sample results 
xix  tut» assignment ot  an Sai'ipxi L.u«-i6 öüu, XL> addition, a pnase .angle to ^ä^h 
of ft oertain set of frequencies. However, the direct dependence of such 
phase information on the time origin to which the speotri?"> Analysis is 
attached, makes ic unsuitable as a possible parameter r. v a.  stationary 
random prooess. Thus it is natural to take as fundamental the remaining 
aspect of the spectrum —» i.e., the amplitude, or equivalently. the souare 
of the amplitude; the so-called power spectrum (Rice, 1944-5)" 

There is a function obtainable from a sample wave record known ae 
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the sample covarianoe function v.hioh has for its speotrum just the 
powgr speotrum of the -vave record itself.  In many oase3 the power speo- 
truin of a given sample wave record Is most naturally obtained by first 
computing the oovariancr funotioa for the wave record which was observed. 
However, any problem whose solution involves the prediction of the pos- 
sible sample wave reoords which mirfit have been observed before or after 
the given one will naturally lead tc the association of a probabilistic 
model with each sample/wave reoord. This model may be thought of as 
comprising a whole sot of possible, infinitely long, wave reoords, each 
having the same power spectrum or covarianoe funotion. The identifica- 
tion of this oommon oovariance function with that desoribed earlier in 
connection with stationary multinormal ordinete distributions is the 
step which supplies the relation between those probability distributions 
and the speotral-energy distribution. The specification of the co- 
varianoe function, together with the stationary multinomial assumption, 
defines a so-called stationary Gaussian random (or stochastic) funotion 
(>r process), (jfiann, 1953; Lee, 1950).. 

The ability of such a theoretical model to describe observed wave 
reoords is illustrated by comparing a sample taken from such a random 
process with a typical wave record. The upper curve in Flg. 1 was gener- 
ated after first specifying three fixed numbers defining the speotrum and 
then consulting a table of random numbers (Vfold, 1946). 

If the mathematical moments of the upectrum exist (Pubs, 1955a) , 
certain of these oan be shown to be equivalent to the r<-m.s. values of 
the derivatives of the original wave record, while certain ratios of these 
moments are essentially the coefficients of correlation between the deriva- 
tives.  Thus the r.m. s. ordinate cr0 is the zero-order moment of the speo- 
trum. ör the total spectral energy, while p0  is related to the seoond- 
order spectral moment, or more precisely, to a oertain measure of the 
relative spectral bandwidth when the latter is small. 

7JÄVE PERIODS 

It has been seen that the instants of time at which the wave reoord 
passes through zero or through a peak enter,by way of the relative speotral 
bandwith,into a relation between the wave heights and the r.m.s. ordinate« 
For the analysis of the spectrum, the differences between two successive 
tero-orossings may be considered the fundamental individual wave periode» 
Aooording to the theory, for a long reoord the list of these individual 
wave periods in the order of their ocourrenoe is completely equivalent to 
the speotrum« Peak-tc-trough or trough-to-peak time intervals, corres- 
ponding to the periods between successive zero-crossinge of the wave-record 
derivative, while more sensitive to the influence cf noise, are capable in 
prinoipie cf yielding the same information.  On the other hand, peak-to- 
peak or trough-to-trough time intervals (Snodgrass, 1S52), corresponding to 
the period« between alternate zero-crossings of the derivative, would be ex- 
pected to contain less information. 

The significance of the zero-crossings for our model lies in the fact 
that the abscissas of these points separate the intervals during which the 
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srave record has constant sign. Using these abscissas, we may estisate 
the correlation function for a given wave reoord by first determining the 
fraction JP: (r)'of the time that the original wave reoord and the wave 
reoord advanced by a time interval r  have opposite sign* It is from 
the correlation function P( r ) • no» ~[ir P( T )]    that the spectral in- 
formation is obtained» 

Figo 6 shows a comparison of the estimate of p{ r ) obtained for a 
twenty-minute reoord by measuring sero-orossing abscissas and the ordinary 
estimate (Tukey,1049? PierGon,* JUrfe«) obtained by measuring ordinates 
«vet' seoond.  This agreement between correlation funotions has been found 
suffieiently olose to result in a relatively small difference between the 
corresponding estimates of the wave-reoord power speotrum from tue two 
methods*  2t may be observed that in addition to measuring 12C0 ordinates 
on the wave rwooru, nearly 1200 multiplications and 1200 additions are re- 
quired to obtain eaoh point of the solid-line ourve, while for eaoh point of 
the dotted line carve it is sufficient to measure about 200 absoiscas on 

the wave reoord and perform about 400 additions and 200 subtractions« Yrt.ilv. 
either method leads to ft substantial saving in labor over 4 straightforward 
numerioal Fouri«r analysis of the original wave rsoord (James, Niohols 
and Phillips, 19'17)j the zero-orossing method for the correlation function, 
requiring essentially no multiplication, may be carried out with only an ad- 
ding machine. 

The degree of reliability of the zero-crossings exhibited by this 
one experimental check on a'twenty-minute wave record may be of some theo- 
retical interest* The close oorrespondenoe, particularly for small time 
lags, seen in Pig. 6 is additional evidence for the general mathematical 
model we have de scribe i, and for the multinormal property in particular. 
It constitutes evidenoe also for the sampling adequacy of a eve record 
twenty minutes in length.  The indications are that the so-called individu- 
al wave periods, suitably defined, can furnish reliable information about 
the Fourier spectrum of the wave record. 

This kind of approximate speotral information has been used to pre- 
diot, by a least-squ\ras method (Putz, 1952b)4 the behavior of ocean waves 
at one time and place from their behavior at a time and plaoe nearby. 
Die resulting prediction is shown in Fig. 7, where the upper plot repre- 
sents the time history of the observed surfaoe elevation at a point 1570 
feet seaward of the point at whioh prediction was to be made. The lower 
pare of the figure shows the observed and the predicted wave record at 
•the shoreward point fifty seconds later.  The fact that -the accuracy of 
prediction represented here compares favorably with that based upon a 
more exact bpeotrum analysis is a further indication of the reliability of 
the information provided by the zero-crossings. 

SUMMARY 

There exists an approximate mathematical model for wave records 
which irAy be profitably exploited until refinements in it are found ne- 
cessary*  This model specifies simple verifiable relations which may be 
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expected -co hold between appropriate quantities oasiiy measured on long 
nave records, ^ne parameters coourring in the model may be estimated from 
individual wave-height and wave-period distriöutions. A fs-w auch para- 
Juobere, easily interpreted in terms of the spectrum, are available for the 
description cf a wave record. 
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